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Abstract 
Given a class of structures with a notion of connectedness ( atisfying some reasonable as- 
sumptions), we consider the limit (as n -+ oc) of the probability that a random (labelled or 
unlabelled) n-element s ructure in the class is connected. The paper consists of three parts: two 
specific examples, N-free graphs and posets, where the limiting probability of connectedness i  
one-half and the golden ratio respectively; an investigation of the relation between this question 
and the growth rate of the number of structures in the class; and a generalisation f the problem 
to other combinatorial constructions motivated in part by the group-theoretic constructions of
direct and wreath product. 
1. An example: N-free posets 
In this section, certain graphs and posets will be considered. The notion of connect- 
edness of a graph is clear, while a poset is connected if its comparability graph is 
connected. Given a class ~ of graphs or posets, we select at random an isomorphism 
class of n-element structures in g (the unlabelled case) or a structure on {1,2 . . . . .  n} 
isomorphic to a structure in cg (the labelled case); let p,, be the probability that the 
chosen structure is connected. Our general question is: Does lim . . . .  (Pn) exist, and 
if  so what is" it? 
The symbol N will denote the graph or the poset which is shown in Fig. 1. A graph 
or poser is called N-free if it does not contain N as an induced substructure. The 
class of N-free graphs has been studied in many contexts, under many different names. 
I summarise the main facts. 
- -  The complement of an N-free graph is N-free. 
- -  An N-free graph with more than one vertex is connected if and only if its com- 
plement is disconnected. 
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Fig. 1. N. 
- -  The class of N-free graphs is the smallest class containing the one-vertex graph 
and closed under complementation a d disjoint union. 
- -  The edges of an N-free graph can be oriented to form an N-free poset. 
- -  A poset is N-free if and only if it can be built from the one-element poset by the 
operations of disjoint union and ordered sum. 
(The disjoint union of a family of posets has no comparabilities between points in 
different posets. In the ordered sum, the component posets are totally ordered, and 
this order holds between points in different components. These operations are closely 
related to crossing and nesting in statistical design, see [ i].) 
We see that, for n > 1, the numbers of connected and disconnected N-free graphs 
on n vertices are equal. Thus the probability of connectedness of an N-free graph on 
more than one point is exactly ½, in either the labelled or the unlabelled case. 
The following result is due to Stanley [16] and E1-Zahar [9]. 
Theorem 1.1. The probability of  connectedness of a random N-free poset on n points 
tends to the golden ratio l ( v/5 - l) as n ~ eo. This is true in both the labelled and 
the unlabelled cases. 
Some comments on the proof will help to motivate what follows. We consider first 
the labelled case. Let C, and D, be the numbers of labelled connected and disconnected 
N-free posets respectively, with Co -- Do = 0 and the rather curious convention Ci ---- 
D1 = 1. Let C(z) = ~ Cnzn/n! and D(z) = ~Dnzn/n!  be the exponential generating 
functions of these sequences. Then 
eC _ 1 -- C+D-z+ 1. 
1 -D  
(This equation will be derived in Section 3, as an instance of a much more general 
formalism.) From this functional equation, it is possible to derive the asymptotics of 
Cn and Dn, and hence to find their limiting ratio. (see [13, Section 7] for an account 
of the general technique.) The result is 
Cn " ( 3 + l°g cp - 2q~ )-1-) 
Dn "" ( 3 + l°g q~ - 2cP ) 
n-3/2r-nn!, 
n-3/2r-nn!, 
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where 4) is the positive root of x 2 - -X  - -  1 ~-  0, namely 4) = ½(1 + x/5), 
and r = 3 + log 4) - 24). From this, we see that 
lim C,/D,, = ((34)+ 1)/(24) - 1)).'2 == 4). 
t t  ~ 5~c 
So the limiting probability of connectedness i  4)/(1 + 4)) = 4) -  1, the golden ratio. 
We now turn to the unlabelled case. Let c, and d,, be the numbers of unlabelled 
connected and disconnected N-free posets respectively, with the same initial conven- 
tions as in the labelled case. Let c(z)  = ~ c,z" and d(z)  = ~ d,z" be their ordinary 
generating functions. Then 
exp(~(~) ) i  =' =l / (1 -d )=c+d-z+l .  
From this we find 
( r ( l  + F ' ( r ) /F ( r ) )~ ' '2n_a .2r_n ,  
c, \ 27U7--/; j 
dn ~ ( r (1  + F ' ( r ) /F ( r ) ) '~  1'2 n_3,2r_n, 
where F(r )e  '+2+-3 = 4) and 
So the limiting probability of connectedness i  4) - 1, just as in the labelled case. 
Remark 1. It would be interesting to have a more direct proof, at least of the fact 
that the limiting probability of connectedness i the same in the two cases. (One 
of the referees has suggested such an argument which stops short of calculating the 
asymptotics, but requires a smoothness assumption for the coefficients of the generating 
functions. ) 
Remark 2. The value of r in the labelled case is 3+log 4)-2q5 = 0.2451 ... In the unla- 
belled case, an approximate value can be obtained from the equation F( r )e  "+24'-3 - 4). 
(Calculate the first few numbers c,, and use these to calculate an approximation to F; 
then solve the equation numerically.) Computation based on the first thirteen terms of 
the Taylor series for c yields the value 0.2164... It follows that N-free posers have 
exponentially many automorphisms, on average. (In general, if A, ,a ,  are the numbers 
of labelled and unlabelled n-element structures in a class, then n!a,,/A,, is the harmonic 
mean of the orders of the automorphism groups of the unlabelled structures, and is 
not greater than their arithmetic mean. In our case, n!a~/An ~ C(1.13...)" for some 
constant C.) 
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Remark 3. One of the referees has observed that the limiting distribution of the number 
of connected components of an N-free poset is 1 +k,  where k has a Poisson distribution 
with parameter log q~. 
2. Relation to growth rates 
Results like those of Section 1 can only apply in very specific cases. In this sec- 
tion, we consider the situation in greater generality. To study the probability of con- 
nectedness in detail, we should first say in abstract erms what it means to be con- 
nected. What is required is just this: in the class c¢ of finite structures being con- 
sidered, there is a distinguished subclass of 'connected structures'; any disjoint union 
of connected structures (with no relationship between points in different components) 
lies in the class, and any structure has a unique decomposition as such a disjoint 
union. 
There is an external description as well. I f  we begin with a class c~ of 'connected 
structures', we can define from it the class of all disjoint unions of members of ~. 
These conditions enable us to relate the numbers of connected and arbitrary structures 
in the class. That is, if c(z) and C(z) are the ordinary generating function for unlabelled 
connected structures and the exponential generating function for labelled connected 
structures respectively, and a(z) and A(z) are the corresponding functions for arbitrary 
structures (with the conventions c(0) = C(0) = 0, a(0) = A(0) = 1), then 
a(z) = exp 
\ k= l  
A(z) = exp (C(z)). 
There are some situations in which these relations hold, even though we do not have 
combinatorial structures like graphs and posets. For example, the first equation above 
connects the generating functions for the number of irreducible monic polynomials over 
a finite field with the total number of monic polynomials. Thus, polynomials of  degree 
n behave like unlabelled structures on n points, though there is no corresponding notion 
of labelled structures. Note that almost all polynomials are 'disconnected', since, over 
GF(q), there are qn monic polynomials of degree n, while the number of irreducibles 
is 
1 . .~ , - ,~-"qk#tn/k~ = qn _ _ + O(q  "/2),  
n n 
kin 
where # is the M6bius function. 
It is fairly unusual for the limiting probability of connectedness in a class of struc- 
tures to lie strictly between 0 and 1. For many familiar classes of graphs (for example, 
all graphs; bipartite graphs; triangle-free graphs) or posets (all posets; two-level posets), 
almost all structures are connected. 
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In other cases, the reverse may be true. A partition of a set can be regarded as 
a disjoint union of complete graphs. Thus there is a unique connected partition on 
n points; but the total number of partitions is the partition number p(n) in the un- 
labelled case, and the Bell number B(n) in the labelled case. So almost all parti- 
tions are disconnected. Similarly, a permutation can be interpreted as a functional 
digraph, whose connected components are the cycles of the permutation. So, in the un- 
labelled case, there are p(n) permutations, just one of which is connected, as for 
partitions. In the labelled case, there are n! permutations, of which (n - 1)! are 
connected; the probability of connectedness i 1in. Again, almost all structures are 
disconnected. 
These examples might suggest hat our question is related to the rate of growth of 
the sequences enumerating structures in the class. This section contains some results 
which support this suggestion. 
Wright [17] investigated the case where the limiting probability of connectedness 
is 1. He proved, among other things, the next two theorems. 
Theorem 2.1. Let c~, an be the numbers of connected and arbitrary unlabelh, d 
structures in a class c6, and C,, A,, the numbers (~[ connected and arbitrary labelled 
structures in (6. 
(i) The Jollowing are equivalent: 
(a) ahnost all unlabelled structures are connected; 
(b) ~- - I  ckc, k = o(c,); 
(ii) The following are equivalent: 
(a) almost all labelled structures are connected; 
(b) ~- - I  (~)CkC,,-k=o(C,); 
(C) 2~_ I  (~)AkA,-k = o(A,). 
Theorem 2.2. With the notation of the previous theorem, let c(z),a(z) be the ordi- 
nary generating Junctions of the sequences (cn),(a,,), and C(z),A(z) the exponential 
generating functions of the sequences (C,),(A~). 
(i) I f  almost all unlabelled structures are connected, then c(z ) and a(z ) diverge Ji~r 
all z ¢ O. 
(ii) I f  almost all labelled structures are connected, then C(z) and A(z) diverge [i~r 
all z ¢0 .  
There is a kind of dual of one direction of Wright's first theorem. The following 
result uses the notation of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.3. (i) I f  c ,  , I = o(~-]~k= CkCn-~ ), then almost all unlabelled structures are 
disconnected. 
n- - I  n (ii) I f  C,, = o(~k=l  (k)CkCn_k), then almost all labelled structures are 
disconnected. 
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Proof. It is easy to see that 
n- I  
an>/1 ~ CkCn-k 
k=l  
! (considering structures with just two components). The same inequality holds for a n = 
' C,/n!. [] An~n! and c n = 
Since this theorem, like Theorem 2.1, is not easy to apply, I give a simpler sufficient 
condition. 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that the number an of unlabelled structures in the class is 
bounded by exp(nl-':), for some ~ > O. Then almost all unlabelled structures in the 
class are disconnected. 
Proof. Brigham [3] shows, in particular, that 
if k=l~Ck~An~' then l og (~ak)~A'n  ( + ' ) / '~+2) . \k=,  
Under the hypotheses of the theorem, we can choose ~ such that log(~ak) .~ 
n (~+1)/~+2), so that cn ~< ~ ck '~n ~. If  the limiting probability were nonzero, we would 
have an ~n ~, contradicting the obvious bound an >>- p(n), where p is the partition func- 
tion (which has fractional exponential growth). (A less precise version, better adapted 
to the present question, is in [4].) [] 
These results suggest that, if the limiting probability of connectedness i strictly 
between 0 and 1, then the number of unlabelled structures should grow exponen- 
tially (or the number of labelled structures like cnn!, for some c > 1). However, 
this is not the end of the story. As we saw in the last section, it is fairly com- 
mon for the number of structures in a class to be asymptotic to an~c n, for some 
c > 1. The limiting probability depends crucially on cc The next result is evidence of 
this. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that the number Cn of labelled connected structures on n 
points satisfies Cn ~ Cn~r-nn!. 
(i) I f  the probability of connectedness tends to a positive limit, then ~ < -1. 
(ii) I f  c~ >~ - 1, then the probability of connectedness tends to O. 
' Cn/n!; let A,, be the total number of labelled structures on n Proof. (i) We put c, = 
An~n!. Then a0 1 and points, and an = = 
na n ~ kCkan_ k. 
k=l  
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' by  / .  I , ,  I f  we replace a. c, a , r  and by c r  , this equation remains true, and the ratio 
/ / 
c , /a ,  is unaffected. So we may assume that r = 1. Henceforth we drop the primes, 
and write c, ~ Cn ~. Assuming that the ratio c , /a ,  tends to a positive limit, we also 
have a, ~ An ~ for some constant A. Given e with 0 < ~: < 1, we choose no so that, 
for n >~ no, 
(1 - g )Cn ~ <~ c. <~ (1 + e )Cn ~, 
(1 -~: )An  ~ ~ a .~<(1  + e)An ~. 
Suppose that ~ ~> - 1. Then, for n > 4n0, 
3n/4 
(1 +g)An ~+1 >~ ~ (1 -z )Ck  ~+1 . (1 -e )A(n -k )  ~ 
k--n~4 
>~ (1 - g)zAC • I 1 ~+1 ~ 5n(an ) (on) , 
1 i f~  > 0, ~= ¼ i f~<0.  Thus where ~ = 
n~+l ~ 22~+3(1 + e) 
(1 - ~: )2~C'  
a contradiction (for sufficiently large n) if ~ > -1 .  
Now suppose that :~ = -1 .  We have 
i/ .o  
(1 +~,)A~> ~ (1 -e )zAc(n -k )  -1, 
k--no 
a contradiction, since the harmonic series diverges. 
(ii) The argument is similar: we use the fact that a,>~c,, 
Zk:l kc~c._,. [] 
so that na,~; 
A classical example illustrates this result: 
Example. The number of labelled trees on n vertices is n "-2 ~ Cn-5"2e-"n!,  
so ~ = -~;  and the limiting probability that a random forest is connected is 1/V~ 
[14]. For rooted trees, the number is n " - l ,  so ~ = -~,  and the limiting probabil- 
ity is l/e. For doubly rooted trees, the number is n", so ~ = -½,  and the lim- 
iting probability is 0. (Rooted trees provide an example where the limiting prob- 
ability of  connectedness i different in the unlabelled and labelled cases, There is 
a natural bijection - -  deleting the root - -  between rooted trees on n + 1 vertices 
and forests of  rooted trees on n vertices. So, c,+l = a,,, and the limiting probabil- 
ity of connectedness i the reciprocal of  the exponential constant for trees, namely 
0.33832...).  
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A related example involves functions. There are n" functions on a set of n points; so 
the limiting probability that a function is connected (in the sense that the corresponding 
functional digraph is connected) is zero. 
The above results suggest he following conjecture. 
Conjecture. A necessary and sufficient condition for the probability of connectedness 
of (labelled or unlabelled) structures in a class to tend to a limit strictly between 0 
and 1 is: 
(a) the (ordinary or exponential) generating function for the number of such struc- 
tures should have finite nonzero radius of convergence r, and should be convergent at 
the point r; 
(b) an appropriate 'smoothness' condition should hold for the coefficients in the 
generating function• 
It is not clear what the correct smoothness condition should be. Bender et al. [15] 
have shown that either of the conditions of Hayman-admissibility or satisfying the 
Flajolet-Odlyzko singularity analysis suffices (see [13] for definitions). Details will 
appear elsewhere. 
Both conditions in the theorem are necessary. The following result [15] deals with 
convergence: 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose that, with the above notation, C(z) has finite nonzero radius 
of convergence r, and that C(z) is unbounded on its circle of convergence. Then 
lim inf,_,~(Cn/A,) = O. The analogous result holds for c(z) and a(z). 
Proof. Consider the labelled case, and suppose that C, > 6An for all n, where 6 > 0. 
Then C(z) > 6(A(z) - 1) for Iz[ ~<r, and so C(z) > 6(exp(C(z) - 1)) as z --+ r. This is 
clearly impossible if C(r) is divergent. I f  C(r) is convergent, then C(z) is uniformly 
convergent for [z I --= r. [~ 
The following example shows that a smoothness condition is also required. 
Example. Let c9 be a class of structures for which the generating function c(z) for 
(labelled or unlabelled) structures has finite radius of convergence r (so that 
. r 1/n~ lmsup,_~tcn '  ) = r - l ) ,  and nonzero limiting probability p of connectedness. Let 
A be an infinite set of positive integers with infinite complement having the property 
• 1In that hmsup,  cA(Cn ) = r - l ,  and let c~A be the class of structures in ~ all of  whose 
connected components have cardinality in A. Now the number of n-element structures 
in c~n is smaller than in ~; so, for n E A, the probability of connectedness in cgn is 
at least as great as in ~. But, for n ~ A, the probability of connectedness i zero. 
However, the radius of convergence of the generating functions is the same for c~A as 
for ¢~. 
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As we have seen, the number of disconnected n-element structures in a class cg 
can be computed from the numbers of connected structures on fewer than n points. 
If the limiting probability of connectedness exists, then this number is approximately 
a constant times the number of connected structures on n points. So the number c, 
of connected structures atisfies an 'approximate recurrence relation'. This guarantees 
some smoothness in the growth of the sequence (c,,). (In the language of Bemstein 
and Sloane [2], we could say that (cn) is an 'approximate igen-sequence' for one of 
the operators EULER or EXP.) 
One test of the conjecture is to calculate the probability of connectedness for classes 
whose growth rate is just below, or just above, exponential. 
Example. A depth-k partition of a set X is defined as a partition of X with a 
depth-(k - 1 ) partition of each part (where a depth-0 partition is trivial). Thus, depth- 
1 partitions are just partitions; they are enumerated by the partition numbers p(n), 
which have fractional exponential growth. Cayley [8, vol. 2, p. 219] encountered 
depth-2 partitions while counting Jordan forms of matrices: the outer partition cor- 
responds to the distinct eigenvalues, the inner one to the Jordan blocks. A depth-k 
partition of an n-set can be represented by a rooted tree with n leaves, each at height 
k+l .  
For k > l, the number fk(n) of depth-k partitions of an n-set has growth faster than 
fractional exponential, but slower than exponential. Moreover, a depth-k partition is 
connected if and only if the outer partition has a single part; the number of these is 
.fk i(n). So a special case of the conjecture is: 
Theorem 2.7. l im,_~ fk(n) / fk , l (n)  -- 0 Jor an), k >~ 1. 
Proof. (This argument is due to Peter Johnson [11].) Consider the operation of 'elimi- 
nating a level' from a depth-k partition: this consists of simply ignoring the ith partition 
in the chain, for some i. Clearly a depth-(k + 1 ) partition gives rise to at most k + l 
different depth-k partitions in this way. 
Now take any depth-k partition. Let r be the maximum number of parts of the ith 
partition contained in any part of the partition immediately above it, for any i. Then 
r ~+j ~>n, so r>~n 1/Ik+l). Suppose that the value r is realised in the ith partition. We 
will insert a new level by splitting the parts of this partition. There are at least p(r) 
ways to do this, where p is the partition function. (For all parts except the one with r 
subparts, we do not split them in the new level.) So at least p( In l/Ik+l)l ) depth-(k + l )  
partitions are obtained. 
Hence, we have 
fk  + 1(#'# ) / fk  (n) >11 p( In l/(k+l )~ )/(k ÷ | ), 
and the right-hand side tends to infinity with n for fixed k. [] 
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Some classes of structures with growth just faster than exponential include two- 
dimensional posets, and their comparability graphs (permutation graphs), and line 
graphs, or (what is almost the same thing) graphs with a given number of edges 
and no isolated vertices. 
3. A generalisation 
The generalisation considered here is based on the following observation, discussed 
in more detail in [7]. Let cg be a class of structures, and G a permutation group on 
an infinite set f2. We will say that cg is represented by G if the number of orbits of 
G on the set of n-element subsets of f2 (respectively, on the set of n-tuples of distinct 
elements of f2) is equal to the number of unlabelled (respectively, labelled) structures 
in cg. (We leave aside the question of whether there is a reason for the equality of these 
numbers.) There is a sufficient condition due to Fra'iss6 [10] for a class of structures 
to be represented by a group; suffice to say here that many interesting classes are 
represented. Now, if the connected structures in some class are represented by a group 
G, then the entire class is represented by G Wr S, the wreath product of G with the 
infinite symmetric group S (in its imprimitive action). 
Let X be any infinite permutation group, and assume that X is oligomorphic: that is, 
X has only finitely many orbits on the set of n-element subsets of f2, for all n. Cor- 
responding to X, there is an operator (which I will also denote by X)  on infinite 
sequences, uch that if the sequence f = ( f , )  counts orbits of G on n-sets, then Xf  
counts orbits of G WrX.  For example, the infinite symmetric group S gives rise to the 
operator defined on generating functions by 
(sf)(z) = ex  
\ k= l  
and maps the sequence counting connected structures in a class to the sequence counting 
all structures. This makes sense even if there is no group G representing the connected 
structures. 
Not every class of structures is represented by a group. I conjecture that, if a class 
is represented by a group, then the sequences counting labelled or unlabelled structures 
in the class are sufficiently smooth that the converse of the conjecture in the preceding 
section holds. (That is, if the radius of convergence is r > 0 and the series converges 
at r, then the limiting probability of connectedness exists and is nonzero.) Perhaps the 
limiting probability exists for any class realised by a group. 
Another example of an oligomorphic group is the group A of order-preserving per- 
mutations of the rational numbers. We have 
1 
(A f ) ( z )  -- 
2 - f (z )"  
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This corresponds to taking a disjoint union of components, where the set of com- 
ponents is totally ordered. The ordered sum of posets, described in Section 1, is an 
example. The sequences c and d enumerating connected and disconnected N-free posets 
satisfy 
e l  = dl ----- 1, (Sc)n = (Ad)n = cn + d, for n > 1. 
(This asserts simply that any N-free poset is both the disjoint union of connected 
N-free posets and the ordered sum of disconnected N-free posets, where the one- 
element poset counts as both connected and disconnected.) 
The general rule for computing the sequence operator from the group is described 
in [7]: it involves a modification of cycle index for the group X. 
We can now pose the question: 9iven an oli9omorphic group X, what conditions on 
a sequence f ensure that l im~ ( fn / (X f ) , )  exists and is strictly between 0 and 1? 
We considered the unlabelled case above. The labelled case is similar, but the for- 
malism is simpler. If Fc(z )  denotes the exponential generating function for the number 
of G-orbits on n-tuples of distinct elements, then 
Fcwrx(Z)  = Fx(Fc (z )  - 1). 
Since Fs(z)  = e ~, this agrees with the well-known exponential relation between con- 
nected and arbitrary labelled structures that we encountered in Section 2. We also have 
FA(z) = 1/(1 --z). The operators in the labelled case are thus just substitutions of the 
exponential generating functions. 
The problem can be extended still further, corresponding to other group-theoretic 
operations, such as mapping G to G x G, G x X, GWrG, or XWrG,  for a fixed 
oligomorphic group X. The direct product of permutation groups corresponds to multi- 
plication of either type of generating function. The last two constructions do not define 
unique sequence operators, but may be interesting in particular cases. I will consider 
in more detail the combinatorics of G x S and S Wr G. 
Let ~ be a class of structures. A partial ~-structure is a set with a distinguished 
subset carrying a ~-structure. The converse, internal viewpoint would arise, for ex- 
ample, if we take a class ~g of graphs as the 'partial structures', so that the 'total 
structures' are the graphs in cg with no isolated vertices. (We assume that c6 is closed 
under the operations of adding or removing isolated vertices.) 
If G represents ~, then G x S represents the class of all partial ~'-structures. Now 
we can ask: what is" the limiting probability that a partial ~¢-structure is total? 
As with connectedness, exponential growth is crucial, but the arguments are much 
easier. 
Theorem 3.1. (i) Suppose that the numbers cn o f  unlabelled ~-structures ati,~'/~v 
l imn~(cn-1 /cn)  = fl<~l. Then the probability that a partial ~-structure is total 
tends to 1 - [3 as n ~ oo. 
(ii) Conversely, i f  the probability that a partial ~-structure is total tends to p, 
where p > O, then l imn~(c , -1 /en)  = 1 - p. 
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// 
Proof. The number of partial ~-structures on n points is an = Y'~k=0 ck. 
(i) Suppose first that 0 < fl < 1. Let e > 0 be given, with ~ < min{fl, 1 - fl}, and let 
Cn 
for n ~> no. Then 
y~(~ _ ~)._~ an c~ ~)°_~. ~--~< --+~(/~+ 
k=no Cn k=l  cn k=no 
So we have 
1 O(fln) ~ an <~ 1 + O(fln), 
(1 - ( f l  - e ) )  c .  (1 - ( f l  + e ) )  
from which it follows that an/c, ~ 1/(1 - fl). 
The other cases, and the proof of (ii), are similar. [] 
Now let ~ be a class of structures possessing a natural equivalence relation or 
congruence having the properties that the induced structure on any equivalence class 
is trivial, and relations in cg are unaffected if we replace their arguments by equivalent 
points. (This implies that the set of  equivalence classes supports a quotient rg-structure 
in a natural way.) We call a rg-structure M reduced if the congruence on M is just 
equality: we further require that the quotient of any cg structure by its congruence is 
reduced. Now, if G represents reduced ~-structures, then S Wr G represents arbitrary 
~-structures. 
Here are some examples: 
In a graph, two vertices are equivalent if they have the same neighbours. A graph 
is reduced if distinct vertices have distinct neighbour sets. 
A partial preorder is a reflexive and transitive relation R. The relation R* defined 
by the rule that (x,y) E R* if (x,y) ,(y,x)  C R is a congruence. A partial preorder is 
reduced if and only if it is a partial order. 
There is a congruence (in a slightly more general sense) on the set of edges of a 
tree, with the property that the tree is reduced if and only if it is series-reduced (has 
no divalent vertices). It is defined by the rule that two edges are equivalent if all the 
internal vertices on the path joining them are divalent. In this case, each congruence 
class carries a 'betweenness relation'. Discarding the structure of the congruence classes 
corresponds to considering pentagon- and hexagon-free two-graphs [6]. 
In this situation, our general question becomes: what is the limiting probability that 
the structure is reduced? In the labelled case, the relation between the numbers C, and 
An of reduced and arbitrary structures in cg is 
// 
A° = ~ S(n,k)Ck, 
k=l  
where S(n,k) denotes the Stirling number of the second kind. In the unlabelled case, 
no such formula exists; the relation depends on the 'fine structure' of  the class. 
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It seems that the critical growth rate for this problem is faster than exponential (or, 
in the labelled case, faster than exponential times factorial). Lengyel [12] calculated 
the asymptotics of the sequence (C,,) which is doubled by this operation (so that 
i for all n > 1), and found the ratio of the probability of being reduced would be 
Cn to (n!)Z(nlog2) nn-l-( l°g2)/3 is bounded above and below by nonzero constants. 
He observed that Cn is the number of chains in the lattice of partitions of an n-set. 
More generally, if C(z )  has nonzero radius of convergence r, then A(z )  = C(e:  - 1 ) 
has radius of convergence log(r ÷ 1) < r, so the probability of being reduced tends to 
zero exponentially fast. 
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